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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  custom-made  atmospheric  argon  micro-plasma  system  was  employed  to  dissociate  dimethyl  sulfide
(DMS)  into  a non-foul-smelling  species.  The  proposed  system  takes  the  advantages  of  low  energy  require-
ment and  non-thermal  process  with  a constant  flow rate  at ambient  condition.  In the  experiments,  the
compositions  of DMS/argon  plasma,  the  residual  gaseous  phases,  and  solid  precipitates  were  respectively
characterized  using  an  optical  emission  spectrometer,  various  gas-phase  analyzers,  and  X-ray  photoemis-
sion spectroscopy.  For  400  ppm  DMS  introduced  into  argon  plasma  with two  pairs  of electrodes  (90  W),  a
complete  decomposition  of DMS  was  achieved;  the DMS  became  converted  into  excited  species  such  as
C*, C2*, H*,  and  CH*.  When  gaseous  products  were  taken  away  from  the  treatment  area,  the  excited  species
ecomposition
reatment efficiency
ecycling

tended  to  recombine  and  form  stable  compounds  or species,  which  formed  as  solid  particles  and  gaseous
phases.  The  solid  deposition  was  likely  formed  by  the  agglomeration  of C-, H-, and  S-containing  species
that became  deposited  on  the  quartz  inner  tube.  For  the  residual  gaseous  phases,  low-molecular-weight
segments  mostly  recombined  into  relatively  thermodynamic  stable  species,  such  as hydrogen,  hydrogen
sulfide,  and  carbon  disulfide.  The  dissociation  mechanism  and  treatment  efficiency  are  discussed,  and  a
treatment  of  converting  DMS  into  H2-, CS2-,  and  H2S-dominant  by-products  is  proposed.
. Introduction

Volatile organic sulfur compounds (VOSCs) have recently been
ssigned important roles in the global sulfur cycle (a combina-
ion of biological, chemical, and geochemical processes). VOSCs
ave important environmental functions related to global warm-

ng, acid precipitation, and cloud formation. A major component of
he VOSC group is dimethyl sulfide (DMS, CH3–S–CH3) [1].  DMS  has
n unpleasant smell with a low olfactory threshold (0.02–0.1 ppm).

A number of organic compounds, such as photoresists and sol-
ents, are widely utilized in industry. The utilization of organic
ompounds creates a substantial amount of pollutant by-products
hat raise environmental concerns [2].  Volatile organic com-

ounds (VOCs) and solvents, e.g., dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), are
ften necessary for thin-film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT-
CD) processing. DMSO is widely used as a solvent, lubricant,
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preservative, or stabilizer in a number of industrial, agricultural,
and pharmaceutical applications [3,4]. Although DMSO itself has
low toxicity, its main by-product from the reduction reaction, DMS,
is volatile and noxious in nature. DMS  particles, which have a long
adhesion time, seriously affect the cleanliness of the semiconduc-
tor manufacturing process and dramatically reduce the production
yield. DMS  treatment is thus an environmental control issue.

DMS can be typically treated by catalytic incineration [5].  How-
ever, this consumes a lot of energy and generates secondary
pollution. For example, wet scrubbers have a high efficiency, but
require costly oxidizing chemicals (e.g., ClO2). Potentially, they can
produce chlorinated hydrocarbons if not properly controlled [6].
Thermal oxidation implies high energy consumption for greatly
diluted effluents. Adsorption processes using activated carbon are
non-destructive techniques and result in the use of expensive
secondary treatment processes [7].  Plasma torch at atmospheric
pressure is a promising alternative to conventional thermal com-
bustion processes; it requires no electrodes and produces high

electron, ion, and radical densities. The decomposition of halo-
genated VOCs with thermal plasma sources has been performed
[8]. The maximum gas temperature of a plasma torch may reach
≈4000 K [8] and achieve a complete decomposition of VOCs or
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aseous sulfide compounds with an energy density of ≈1000 J/cm3

9].  Thermal plasma is effective in decomposing dense VOCs due
o its high temperature; however, it is still not economical for the
ecomposition of dilute VOCs.

Low-pressure plasma has been applied to reduce VOSCs such as
arbon disulfide, methanethiol, and DMS  due to its relatively low
nergy consumption and high treatment efficiency [10,11]. VOSCs
an be decomposed at room temperature using a radio-frequency
RF) argon plasma reactor under low pressure. The decomposition
fficiency increases with increasing applied power and oxygen con-
ent [12]. However, low-pressure plasma systems usually require
n expensive vacuum apparatus for batch treatment.

Non-thermal atmospheric plasma systems operating at high
oltage and low current are a promising alternative for the treat-
ent of VOSCs. The systems are usually based on dielectric barrier

ischarge (DBD) or pulsed corona discharge (PCD) [13]. The former
echnique has some practical advantages, such as being a rela-
ively low-temperature process and having high decomposition
fficiency for the decomposition of VOCs [14]. Due to low energy
fficiency, the combination of DBD and catalysts is frequently
pplied for decomposing VOCs [15]. Nevertheless, the application
f catalysts may  lead to secondary pollution. PCD has been used
or the decomposition of gaseous sulfide compounds [7,16,17].
emoval and destruction efficiencies of ≈99% can be obtained with
ower levels ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 J/cm3, which are competi-
ive with those obtained using existing technologies. However, PCD
eactors use a wire-in-cylinder design; an inner electrode is usu-
lly used in the apparatus. The attachment of reactive gases onto
he inner electrode tends to corrode it, reducing the efficiency of
he reactor with operation time.

Atmospheric-pressure micro-plasma technology, e.g., micro-
lasma reactors based on capillary electrode discharge (CPE), has
emarkable stability, which can be explained by Paschen’s Law [18],
nd low energy consumption for the study of VOC destruction [19].
PE uses capillary jet mode, which produces jets of high-intensity
lasma at atmospheric pressure. Maximum VOC destruction effi-
iencies of 80–100% can be obtained with an energy density of

 J/cm3 for most compounds studied. The decomposition of several
rototypical aliphatic (e.g., ethylene, heptane, octane) and aromatic
e.g., benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene) compounds as well
s ammonia has been studied [18,20].

Micro-plasma technology has a low breakdown voltage and a
ow energy requirement with high output plasma density. Table 1 of
ppendix A shows a comparison of plasma parameters for various
tmospheric plasma sources. To prevent the PCD-type electrode
rom corroding, a custom-made RF-driven micro-plasma system,
hich is a type of micro-plasma jet containing two outer electrodes,

s applied for the decomposition of DMS. A RF-driven plasma jet
aintains non-thermal properties by preventing glow-to-arc tran-

itions via an oscillating electric field and the inclusion of rare gases
n the reactor process stream to prevent discharge instabilities [21].
n the experiment, argon, which has a relatively low breakdown
oltage and is an atomic gas, was employed as the buffer gas. A
robable mechanism of DMS  decomposition as a function of treat-
ent time at atmospheric pressure is presented.

. Experimental

.1. Micro-plasma system with the mixture of ca DMS in argon

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in

ig. 1(a). The setup mainly consists of a micro-plasma reactor, a
MS feeding system, and a 13.56 MHz  RF power supply (maxi-
um  input: 325 W,  ACG-3B, MKS  ENI Corp., Rochester, USA) with

 matching network (MW-5DM11, ENI Corp., Rochester, USA). The
aterials 201– 202 (2012) 185– 192

micro-plasma system is a type of micro-plasma jet system, which
contains a quartz tube as the gas channel and a dielectric layer.
The outer and inner diameters of the tube are ≈3.0 and ≈1.5 mm,
respectively. To prevent the reactant gas from becoming attached
to the inner electrode, which may  reduce efficiency, two outer elec-
trodes are designated for the dissociation of DMS in argon.

Copper tape pasted on the outer surface of a capillary quartz tube
(width: 6.4 mm;  thickness: 0.06 mm,  Electron Microscopy Sciences,
PA, USA) was employed as the electrode. One of the electrodes near
the gas inlet was connected to the output of the RF power supply;
the other electrode near the gas outlet was connected to the ground
(configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b); this type of configuration is
denoted as “one pair of electrodes” hereafter). The micro-plasma
was stably ignited and maintained; the gap between the two elec-
trodes was kept at ≈3.0 mm with the applied power was 40 W.  For
this gap, the effective treatment volume was ≈27.7 mm3. Therefore,
the average treatment time per DMS  molecule was ≈6.7 × 10−4 s for
a flow rate of 2500 sccm. Under this condition, the maximum con-
centration of DMS  which can be added into argon micro-plasma
was ≈400 ppm. Commercially available DMS  (99.9%, CAS number:
75-18-3, Merck,  Germany) was  utilized in the experiment. To obtain
a suitable concentration (i.e., ≈400 ppm) of DMS, high-purity argon
(99.99%, Yun-Hai Co., Ltd., Taiwan) was used as both the buffer gas
and the carrier gas to pass through a DMS  container; the DMS  was
kept at −78 ◦C in a cooling system with alcohol as the media. The
dissociation mechanism of DMS  under these conditions is discussed
in Section 3.4. To determine the influence of treatment time and
input power, series of two  pairs of electrodes (this type of configu-
ration is denoted as “two pairs of electrodes” hereafter), as shown
in Fig. 1(c), was  designated for the decomposition of DMS. The reac-
tion time, up to 1.34 × 10−3 s, of the DMS sample was expected to
be doubled compared to that of one pair of electrodes.

2.2. Analysis of residual gas after plasma treatment

Before plasma treatment, 400 ppm DMS/argon was collected as
the control. After igniting 400 ppm DMS/argon plasma and lasting
for 10 min  (i.e., until the plasma became stable), the residual gas
was collected using a gas sampler and a 700 ml  sampling bag (232-
945A, SKC Inc.,  PA, USA) from the sampling exit, as indicated by the
single asterisk in Fig. 1(a).

The variation of sulfide with plasma treatment was  estimated
using a gas chromatography/flame photometric detector (GC-FPD,
GC-2014, Shimadzu Corp., Japan) combined with a GS-Q col-
umn (30 m × 0.53 m),  which is typically employed to analyze the
compositional change of sulfide and phosphide. A gas chromatog-
raphy/thermal conductivity detector (GC-TCD) was  employed to
examine the by-products derived from hydrogen or hydrocarbon
molecules. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Nexus
470, Thermo Nicolet,  USA) combined with a transmittance-type
9.6 m gas cell was  applied to analyze the gaseous compositions after
micro-plasma treatment.

2.3. Optical diagnosis of excited species

The excited species in argon and DMS/argon micro-plasma
were detected using a single monochromator (SpectraPro 2300i,
Princeton Instruments, New Jersey, USA) equipped with a charge-
coupled detector (CCD, 1340 × 100 pixels, NTE: 100B, Princeton
Instruments, New Jersey, USA). The CCD resolution is ≈0.14 nm.
The head of the optical fiber used for detecting light emis-
sions was  placed side-on ≈12 mm away from the discharge

zone between the two electrodes to record the real-time emis-
sion spectrum with one pair of electrodes (40 W),  as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The focal length of the monochromator is ≈300 mm.  Two
gratings were used: 200–500 nm (1200 g/mm) and 500–1100 nm
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of experimental set-up of RF atmospheric Ar micro-plasma system for the decomposition of DMS. (1) Matching network, (2) RF power supply, (3) mass
fl s, (7) v
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ow  controller, (4) cooling system, (5) alcohol as media, (6) air-extracting apparatu
c)  two  pairs of electrodes micro-plasma systems.

1200 g/mm). The spectral resolution of the collection was
0.1 nm with the 1200 g/mm grating. A mercury lamp (MS-
16, Princeton Instruments, USA) was used for the calibration
f the wavelength. During the diagnostic procedures, the width
f entrance slit was kept constant at l0 �m and the exposure
ime was 0.01 s. A strong argon atomic (Ar-I, 4p–4s) spectrum
as observed in the range of 700–900 nm,  and carbon-related
olecules were detectable in the range of 300–700 nm.  Note that

he carbon-related molecules may  provide considerable infor-
ation about the residual products after DMS/argon plasma

reatment.

.4. Analysis of solid deposition on the quartz tube in the
fterglow region

The morphology study and elemental analysis of the deposited
olid products were conducted using a high-resolution thermal
eld-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM-7001,

EOL, Japan) combined with an energy dispersive X-ray spec-
rometer (EDS). Further chemical analyses on the products were
espectively conducted using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS, PHI 5000 VersaProbe, ULVAC-PHI Inc., Japan) and FTIR.
PS was performed using a monochromatic Al-K� source (25 W,
� = 1486.6 eV) with an energy resolution of ≈0.49 eV. All XPS spec-

ra were obtained at a take-off angle of 45◦ for each element. A
ide-scan spectrum and fine-scan spectra in the O 1s, S 2p, C

s, Si 2p and N 1s regions were measured. FTIR measurements
ere performed using a spectrometer (Spectrum GX, PerkinElmer,
alve, (8) fiber head, (9) monochromator; schemes of (b) one pair of electrodes and

USA) with the resolution of 4 cm−1 in the scanning range of
4000–400 cm−1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Real-time observation of DMS/argon plasma state

In Fig. 1(b) and (c), the excited state of pure argon plasma with
a one pair of electrodes and two pairs of electrodes exhibits a
light purple color. The emissions from Ar-I in a large wavelength
range of 650–875 nm,  namely the atomic oxygen (O-I, 3p5P − 3s5S),
the Balmer line H� (3d–2p), and the OH band (A2�+ → X2�g), are
shown in Fig. 2(a) (i) and (b) (i) [22]. As 400 ppm DMS  was intro-
duced into the argon plasma, the emission color became mostly
green. As shown in Fig. 2(a) (ii), the intensity of Ar-I was dramati-
cally reduced in DMS/argon plasma compared to that of Ar-I in pure
argon plasma (Fig. 2(a) (i)). The peak intensity at 750.4 nm (i.e., in
the Ar-I region) was  taken as the reference.

The emission range of 200–680 nm in Fig. 2(a) is enlarged in
Fig. 2(b). In addition to Ar-I, H�, and OH bands, C-derived species
such as atomic C (C-I), C2, CH, and CN were detected [23]. The Swan
band system (A3˘g − X ′3˘u transition) of the C2 molecule has sev-
eral molecular vibrational bands in the visible spectral range. The
most prominent one is the �′ = �′′ = 0 transition with a band head at

516.5 nm.  These C2 bands, which are frequently found in sources
containing carbon, contributed to the green part of the flame or
discharge. This is consistent with the appearance of discharge shift
green in the DMS/argon plasma. The CH dominant molecular band
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Fig. 3. Concentrations of DMS, H S, and CS and the yield of hydrogen as functions
ig. 2. (a) Real-time optical emission spectra of (i) argon and (ii) DMS/argon
icro-plasma for one pair of electrodes at 40 W;  (b) enlargement in the range of

00–680 nm.

t 430.6 nm originates from the A2� − X2
 ̆ transition with the

and head, degrading 10 nm to the violet. The CN radical origi-
ates from the B2

∑
− X2

 ̆ transition with band heads at 388.3
nd 421.6 nm,  respectively.

Presumably, the N-containing excited species were generated
y the recombination of residual excited species with air in the
fterglow region, whereas the O-containing species formed in
he discharge region and combined with air in the afterglow
egion. As shown in Fig. 2(b) (ii), the intensity of the OH bands
ecreased dramatically as 400 ppm DMS  was added into the argon
icro-plasma with one pair of electrodes (40 W).  Carbon-related

ragments resulted from the dissociation of DMS. The OH band is
ttributed by the excited argon to follow the quenching mecha-
isms of OH (A2�+) [24], dominated by an energy transfer process
etween few H2O from atmosphere and the excited (or metastable)
rgon species (the energy carried by the argon metastables Ar
4s) is around 11.5–11.7 eV). As 400 ppm DMS  was  added into the

rgon plasma, the energy of electron or the excited (or metastable)
rgon species was mostly transferred to the dissociation of DMS
olecules due to their relatively low dissociation energies (as indi-

ated in Appendix B) comparing to that of H2O (≈9.1 eV) [24]. The
2 2

of  applied RF power (0, 40, 90, and 140 W)  for (a) one pair of electrodes and (b) two
pairs of electrodes micro-plasma systems.

elementary processes in the DMS/argon plasma are therefore cor-
related with the excitation/recombination of the argon plasma, the
dissociation of DMS  molecules, and the humidity of the ambient
air.

3.2. Variation of residual species in DMS/argon plasma with input
power

Residual gases and related by-products were analyzed by GC-
FPD and GC-TCD, respectively. Before the measurements, the flow
rate of the DMS/argon plasma and the reaction durations for the
one pair and two pairs of electrodes were optimized. To test the
efficiency of DMS  treatment, the input power for the DMS/argon
plasma was  increased from 40 to 90 and 140 W,  respectively.

The yield of recombined hydrogen as a function of the input
power for the DMS/argon micro-plasma for one pair and two pairs
of electrodes, respectively, was  measured by GC-TCD. The results
are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). For DMS/argon micro-plasma with
one pair and two pairs of electrodes, the yields of recombined
hydrogen increased from 140 (40 W)  to 390 and 910 ppm (140 W),
respectively. The results indicate that the recombination of excited
hydrogen atoms (e.g., H*) into hydrogen gas increased with increas-
ing input power and DMS/argon reaction time.

The residual gas was also analyzed by FTIR with a 9.6 m

gas cell. The spectra are given in Appendix C. From the
rotational–vibrational spectrum of carbon monoxide (CO) gas,
the presence of P- and R- branches (e.g., centered at about
2143 cm−1) imply that active O atoms from the atmosphere
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Fig. 4. (a) Appearance of quartz tube after DMS/argon micro-plasma treatment for one pair of electrodes at 40 W:  zone (i) is in front of the plasma reaction zone; zone (ii) is
near  the afterglow region of DMS/argon plasma; (b) morphology of zone (i) and zone (i) observed using SEM (30,000×). 150–350 nm particles were deposited at initial stages
(I.S.)  and accumulated to form a solid film in zone (ii); (c) analysis of functional groups for zones (i) and (ii) using FTIR: the peaks exhibit IR-active modes at (1) 2954, (2)
2929,  and (3) 2874 cm−1, which are related to the asymmetrical CH3 stretching, asymmetrical CH2 stretching, and symmetrical CH2 stretching of CH3CH2–S–, respectively;
( 2) 284
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d)  XPS analysis for zones (i) and (ii): the peaks were assigned as (1) 285.7 (C–N), (
32.2  (O–S), (7) 103.5 (Si–O), (8) 401.7 (N–O), and (9) 399.6 eV (N–C).

ere introduced and reacted with active C atoms to form
O molecules due to their high thermodynamic stability (e.g.,
he dissociation energy, D0 (CO → C + O) = 11.2 eV, as shown in
ppendix C).

The sulfide concentration as a function of the input power for
he DMS/argon micro-plasma for one pair and two  pairs of elec-
rodes, respectively, was  measured by GC-FPD. The concentrations
f the detectable species from the reactant DMS  and the products
S2 and H2S are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The reported concen-
rations were obtained by comparing the calibration line with the

ntegrated area of the characteristic sulfide peaks (data not shown).
n Fig. 3(a) and (b), H2S and CS2 were converted by the reduction
f DMS  as function of input power and the extension of reaction. In
ig. 3(a), for one pair of electrodes, DMS  dissociation extents were
.9 (C–C, C–H or C–S), (3) 165.2 (S–O), (4) 163.4 (S–C), (5) 532.9 (O–Si or O–N), (6)

100 (25%), 270 (67.5%), and 280 ppm (70%) for the input powers of
40, 90, and 140 W,  respectively. The yields of H2S and CS2 increased
slightly. In Fig. 3(b), for two pairs of electrodes, the DMS  dissocia-
tion extent reached 100% for input powers of 90 and 140 W.  From
the standpoint of industrial applications, the objective is to obtain a
minimum reduction of at least 98% of the VOC contained in the gas
streams [17]. However, the conversion of DMS  into CS2 was much
higher than that into H2S with an increase in input power. The dis-
sociation of DMS  in argon plasma is most probably correlated with
their following bond energies [11,12]: HS–H (4.0 eV), SC–S (4.5 eV),

and C–S (7.4 eV).

DMS  dissociation was  increased by: (1) an increase of the
input power for the DMS/argon micro-plasma for one pair and
two pairs of electrodes, as estimated in Fig. 3(a) and (b); (2) an
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Fig. 5. (a) GC-FPD analysis of the sulfide of gaseous products after various treatments: (i) gaseous products; (ii) gaseous products treated by NaOH solution; (iii) gaseous
p S and 
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roducts treated by NaOH solution and activated carbon. (b) Set-up for filtering H2

ncrease of DMS/argon micro-plasma reaction time through the
eries connection of two pairs of electrodes due to complicated
issociation procedures of DMS  (as shown in Appendix B). Based
n the concept of activation energy in the kinetic theory, as the
nput power or DMS/argon plasma reaction time is increased, the
robability of DMS  transforming into CS2 increases more than
hat of DMS transforming into H2S. Nevertheless, the decrease of
MS and the increases of H2S and CS2 are not proportional, as
emonstrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b). According to estimated sulfur
alance, it can be found the gaseous sulfur-containing byproduct
CS2 + H2S) increases with the higher input power and longer reac-
ion time. Further dissociation steps are described in Appendix B.
ote that the estimated sulfur balance (CS2 + H2S) is incomplete,
hich means that other phase of sulfur byproducts should exist,

ven if two pairs of electrodes was applied at 140 W.  Solid substance

as found to deposit on the inner quartz tube in the afterglow

egion, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Therefore, the dissociated
MS transformed into the detectable gaseous products and solid

ubstances.
CS2 and for recycling hydrogen.

3.3. Solid substances generated from reacted DMS/argon plasma

Yellow solid substances were found on the inner quartz tube
in the afterglow region. At the initial stages, particles were grad-
ually produced with diameters in the range of 250–350 nm, as
observed by SEM (as shown in the upper-right corner of Fig. 4(b)).
As shown in the upper picture in Fig. 4(b), the particles accumu-
lated to form a solid film. EDS-SEM measurements show that the
solid film was composed of C- and S-rich compounds with a ratio of
2.8 (C/S). In Fig. 4(c), the yellow solid film exhibits IR-active modes
at 2954, 2929, and 2874 cm−1, which are most probably related to
the asymmetrical CH3 stretching, asymmetrical CH2 stretching, and
symmetrical CH2 stretching of CH3CH2–S–, respectively [25]. Note
that no signal was found for a clear inner quartz tube in the range.

The chemical composition of the solid film on the inner quartz

tube in the afterglow region was estimated by XPS. In Fig. 4(d),
XPS spectra exhibit a pronounced increase of the elements S and
C; the elements Si and O decreased due to the coverage of the solid
substances on the quartz tube. The element N resulted from the
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ontact of the substances with the ambient air. The solid substances
ostly contain the elements S and C and some N and O. In the S 2p

pectra, new emission peaks related to S–C (163.4 eV for S 2p3/2)
nd S–O (165.2 eV) were found for the solid film. The S–C bond
s related to the backbone of DMS  molecules, which became frag-

ented and gradually deposited on the inner quartz tube in the
fterglow region. The presence of the S–O bond is evidenced by the

 2p doublet (3) and O 1s peak (6) in Fig. 4(d); the bond was natu-
ally generated due to its high electronegativity for the S-containing
egment with oxygen at ambient conditions. The most probable
omposition of the solid substances is the backbone of (CH2)n–S,
ormed by the polymerization between non-dissociated DMS  and
eactive species, e.g., active hydrogen (H*), carbon (C*), and hydro-
arbon (CH*), and some O- and N-containing products such as
CH2)n–S–O and N–(CH2)n–S. These possible products agglomer-
ted as solid phases and precipitated on the inner quartz tube in
he afterglow region. Note that the precise mass of solid substance
eeds further investigation for following research using nuclear
agnetic resonance (NMR).

.4. Control of DMS-free dissociation and proposal for by-product
ecycling

Based on the analyses of residual gases and solid substances,
he increases of input power and DMS/argon reaction time
end to speed up the dissociation of DMS  molecules and the
ecombination of the dissociated species. In general, there are
our proposed mechanisms for dissociation of sulfur-containing

olecule in non-thermal plasmas [12,16]: (1) direct ionization
f the sulfur-containing molecule followed dissociative neutral-
zation (e.g., e + DMS  → DMS+ + 2e, DMS+ + 2e → CH3S* + CH3

*); (2)
onization of the buffer gas, leading to charge transfer reaction,
nd subsequent dissociative neutralization (e.g., e + Ar → Ar+ + 2e,
r+ + DMS  → DMS+ + Ar, DMS+ + 2e → CH3S* + CH3

*); (3) direct elec-
ron collision dissociation (e.g., e + DMS  → CH3S* + CH3

* + e); (4)
xcitation of the buffer gas, which produces active species that
ontribute to the sulfur-containing molecule (e.g., e + Ar → Ar* + e,
r* + DMS → CH3S* + CH3

* + Ar). The energy cost of electron detach-
ent (first ionization energy) in DMS  and in argon is 8.69 eV [7]

nd 15.8 eV [16] respectively which is much higher than the energy
f bond dissociation (shown in Appendix B), which resulted from
irect electron collision or the excited (or metastable) argon species
the energy carried by the argon metastables Ar (4s) is around
1.5–11.7 eV). Therefore, the pathways (3) and (4) are most prob-
ble for DMS  conversion in the present study. The increase of
MS/argon reaction time results in the further dissociation steps
nd the enhancement of recombining the dissociated species.

In addition, managing the by-products is a critical issue. In this
ork, the solid substances can be left on the quartz tube in the

fterglow region, whereas the decomposed gases should be col-
ected and treated. By-products H2, H2S, and CS2 are produced in
he afterglow region. NaOH(aq) was employed to convert H2S(g) to

aHS(aq) and H2O(l). In Fig. 5(a) (i) and (ii), H2S(g) was completely
issolved after this procedure. The concentrated NaHS(aq) can be
sed as a reagent for the synthesis of organic/inorganic compounds
26]. An activated carbon filter was then applied to trap CS2(g), as

able 1
lasma parameters for gaseous-pollution-control atmospheric-pressure plasma sources [

Plasma source Plasma density (cm−3) Gas temper

Plasma torch 1016–1019 Extremely 

Barrier discharge 1012–1015 Low 

Pulsed corona 109–1013 Low 

Micro-plasma 1011–1012 Low 

a Vb: Breakdown voltage.
aterials 201– 202 (2012) 185– 192 191

indicated in Fig. 5(a) (iii). The activated carbon filter can be recy-
cled by following a regeneration procedure (e.g., a thermal method)
[27]. The extremely low-concentration CS2(g) can then be collected
and treated. Most hydrogen can pass through NaOH(aq) and acti-
vated carbon and recycled as an energy resource. Fig. 5(b) shows
the proposed recycling procedures for H2S, CS2, and hydrogen.

4. Conclusion

A custom-made atmospheric argon micro-plasma system was
employed to dissociate DMS  into non-foul-smelling species. DMS  is
converted into recombined gases and solid substances; a complete
dissociation of DMS  can be achieved. The increases of input power
and DMS/argon reaction time tend to speed up the dissociation of
DMS  molecules and the recombination of the dissociated species.
The solid by-products can be left on the quartz tube in the afterglow
region, whereas the gaseous by-products should be treated (e.g.,
dissolved into aqueous solution or trapped in an activated carbon
filter). Through this treatment, the conversion of DMS  is presum-
ably an eco-friendly process. An array of micro-plasma reactors can
be furthermore considered for mass treatment in company with
recyclable gaseous by-products.
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Appendix A.

See Table 1.

Appendix B.

Most of the decompositions in DMS/argon plasma and subse-
quent reactions are listed as Eqs. (1)–(11). Excited CH3S* (Eq. (A.1))
can be decomposed into CH2S, CHS, CS, CH2, CH3, CH, H, and S (Eqs.
(A.3)–(A.11)), where D0 is the bond dissociation energy (units: eV)
[11].

CH3SCH3 (DMS) + e- (or Ar*) → CH3S* + CH3
* D0 = 3.3 eV (A.1)

CH3SCH3 (DMS) + e- (or Ar*) → CH3SCH2
* + H* D0 = 4.0 eV (A.2)

CH3S* → CH2S* + H* D0 = 2.1 eV (A.3)
CH2S* → CHS* + H* D0 = 4.1 eV (A.4)
CHS* → CS* + H* D0 = 2.0 eV (A.5)
CS* → C* + S* D0 = 7.4 eV (A.6)
CH2S* → CH2

* + S* D0 = 5.7 eV (A.7)
CH3S* → CH3

* + S* D0 = 3.0 eV (A.8)
CH3

* → CH2
* + H* D0 = 4.6 eV (A.9)

CH2
* → CH* + H* D0 = 4.8 eV(A.10)

CH* → C* + H* D0 = 4.3 eV(A.11)

Appendix C.
A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Nexus 470,
Thermo Nicolet,  USA) combined with a transmittance-type 9.6 m gas
cell was  applied to analyze the variation of gaseous products after

7,9,13,14,17–19,28].

ature Energy density (J/cm3) Vb
a (kV)

high 700–1200 10–50
0.16–1.6 5–25
0.1–0.3 10–50
0.5–3 0.05–0.2
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MS/argon micro-plasma treatment. In Fig. C1,  P- and R- branches
e.g., centered at about 2143 cm−1) of carbon monoxide (CO) can be
bserved. This implies that a small number of active O atoms from
he atmosphere were introduced and reacted with active C atoms
o form CO molecules due to their high thermodynamic stability
e.g., the dissociation energy, D0 (CO → C + O) = 11.2 eV).
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